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1
Connecting
today’s
learning
with
tomorrow’s
jobs

Introduction
Victoria’s Education Department has identified high quality career
education as critical to Victoria’s economic and social future*.
Good careers guidance is a shared responsibility, and teachers don’t
need to know everything about careers.
They just need to know where they can find the relevant, regional
and accurate information their students need.
But the sheer volume of careers information coming across your
desk can be overwhelming.
How can you communicate the rapidly changing nature of work,
and the confusing range of training and experience pathways into
good careers for your students?
In 2014 Geelong Regional Local learning and Employment Network
built Geelong Careers for exactly that purpose: to tell the story of
where the jobs are today, and where they will be in the future. Our
intention is to strengthen practitioners’ confidence and capability,
to increase students’ engagement, to improve their achievement
at school, and to support teachers, students and parents as we
collectively guide our young people towards their future.
This teachers’ toolkit contains resources to help you and your
students connect with the top trending industries in our region, and
the best ways to access them, with or without an ATAR.

www.geelongcareers.org.au

This pack contains:
•

VCAL WRS three lesson series: Live Learn Work Geelong at Senior,
Intermediate and Foundation level

•

Innovative and creative suggestions for collecting of evidence to
demonstrate student achievement outcomes

•

Videos of local career heroes

•

My Brilliant Geelong Career pod-cast, useful website links and
industry dig deeper pages

•

Real time real life immersions in 21st century ways of accessing
the workplace through a live job feed of jobs in the region,
together with the key selection criteria, designed by employers,
for real jobs they are seeking to fill

•

The latest innovation in resume presentation and delivery: AirCV.

*

“Transforming Career Education in Victorian Government Schools. Connecting today’s learning
with tomorrow’s jobs.” Vic State Government, Melbourne, July 2019
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Senior VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Three week Unit of Work
This unit is designed to be delivered over three
40 minute lessons and is mapped into VCAL Work
Related Skills Senior outcomes:

The unit will introduce students to :
•
•
•

•

Unit 1 Learning Outcome 1: Research Information
about a specific industry or workplace from a
variety of sources

•

•

Unit 2 Learning Outcome 1: Collect, analyse and
evaluate information required for a complex work
related project

•

•

Unit 2 Learning Outcome 2: Communicate ideas
and information in a work environment

•

Unit 2 Learning Outcome 3: Plan organize and
manage a complex work related project

•

Unit 2 Learning Outcome 4: Identify and solve
problems in the workplace

•

Unit 2 Learning Outcome 5: Work in teams to
undertake a complex work related project

•

Unit 2 Learning Outcome 6: Use information
and communications technology in relation to a
complex work related project

•

•

•

At Senior level a complex work related project
involves work undertaken at Certificate II/III level,
conducted under supervision and autonomous in
regard to planning and work activities.
VCAA VCAL Work Related Skills Strand.

•

The opportunities for emerging and existing careers
in the region and beyond
The trending industries in the Greater Geelong
Region
Real time career pathways into the top performing
careers in each industry.
How to access these careers using regionally
available study and training pathways with a
particular emphasis on Structured Workplace
Learning.
The latest available regional career and employment
data sourced from the ABS, the City of Greater
Geelong Enterprise Geelong, and an analysis of
Geelong Careers’ website data
Other work exposure pathways including work
experience, regional volunteering, School Based
apprenticeships, University and TAFE courses, on the
job training, and both traditional and emerging non
traditional career pathways
Career hero videos and pod-casts featuring local
young people enjoying their dream job accessed
through regional study, training and experience
pathways, many of which have been non traditional.
Geelong Careers featured industry heroes also
discuss the reality of career changes, study pathway
uncertainty and the new “gig economy”.
Access to a live daily job feed which offers a snap
shot of the changing world of career opportunities
including 21st century employer driven key
selection criteria which students can use to inform
their career pathways choices : study, training and
further on the job experience for 40 top performing
careers in eight regionally trending industries.
With six out of eight job applications currently
accessed via mobile device, this unit of work offers
real life learning on how to navigate the world of
work using a modern career search tool.
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Senior VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Lesson Plan #1: Dreaming real about my future Career
Part 1:1

Timing: 5 minutes

Resources

Purpose

To explore real career dreams in our region and beyond by learning about trending
industries and top performing career opportunities for the future.

Key message

Geelong offers great career opportunities in a surprising range of industries with
clear local pathways into high performing careers, many of which do not involve
University study

Learning
outcomes

WRS Senior Unit 1 Learning Outcome 1, Unit 2 Learning Outcome 1.
This lesson is also suited to other career related studies

Part 1:2

Timing: 20 minutes

Purpose

Getting to know Geelong Careers

Geelong Careers website

•
•

VCAL WRS Template
VCC Framework

Resources
Computers logged into
Geelong Careers website

1:2 Task Description

•

How many people in the Geelong workforce work in this
industry?

Ask the students, as a group, to:

•

How much are careers in caring expected to grow in the
next five years?

•

What does this mean for anyone in this industry?

•

What do they notice about the live job feed? (All careers in
caring jobs)

•

Identify how many jobs are being advertised on Geelong
Careers today (they will need to click on the function see all
jobs on the live job feed).

•

What are some of the jobs being advertised today?

•

Click on one that interests you and see what the employer
is looking for.

•

•

Return to the home page (by clicking on the Geelong
Careers heading or icon, or using the drop down at the top
of the page), how many trending industries are there in our
region? What are they? Any surprises?

What are the top five performing careers in this industry
(use drop down at the top of the site/scrolling power point
on the right hand side)

•

Click on welfare support worker picture.

•

What does a welfare support worker need to be good at?

•

How much will they be paid

•

How can they get trained ?

•

What can this job lead to?

•

If you have time look at the other top four performing
careers in this trending industry.

At this point explain that we are going to do a quick navigation
around Geelong Careers to explore some of its features. They will
do this activity individually but can follow you from the front or
help each other as we are not going to leave anyone behind,
and we will not move on until everyone has found:
•
Careers in Caring (ask class to click on and navigate. They
don’t need to join as they will be able to use it without
joining. )
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Senior VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

1:2 Task Description continued
Call the students to return their attention to the front, and play
the industry hero video of Shelby with good volume, on the
central screen. Allow some time for discussion and reflection on
Shelby’s career pathway choices and her passion for her career.

Part 1:3

Students may want to comment on the way Shelby is already
starting her career while she completes year 11 and 12. Explain
that this also applies to SWL.
Shelby’s Personal Care role is just one of 40 trending career
pathway highlighted on Geelong Careers. Students may want to
explore these in their own time.

Timing: 15 minutes
Tim is a year 9 student who has an idea he would like to be in construction.

Activity

Evidence

Extension
activities

Help Tim decide if this is a good Geelong choice by using the Geelong Careers
Careers that Build site to help you fill out the student worksheet entitled Tim’s Career
in Construction.
Collect “Tim’s career in Construction” from the class as a hard copy or ask them to
save it. (We will be returning to this in the last class.)

Resources
Student worksheet:
Tim’s Career in Construction:
Appendix 1
Activity1: Photographic
documentation
Activity 2: worksheet

Encourage the class to show their parents the trending industries and career
pathways on the site and to begin to map their own interests and pathways using
the site.

Student worksheet:
Tim’s Career in Construction:
Appendix 1

Students can interview their parents about their reactions to the changing nature
of work in our region, the trending industries, and some of the key employability
characteristics currently identified as critical for the changing 21st century
workplace.

Interview with parents
recorded, or presented as a
report.

Parents might also reflect on what work was like when they started out, and
discuss their own employment pathways, with particular consideration to the way
experience and training led them into unexpected directions.
Students could watch one or more of the other industry hero videos on Geelong
Careers where these themes are explored further.
They may also want to examine the SWL opportunities available on the Government
SWL site.
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Senior VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Lesson Plan #2: Dreaming Real Career Dreams that can come true
Part 2:1

Timing: 5 minutes

Resources

Purpose

To explore my own real career dream by learning about our region’s top trending
industries and the strong career opportunities for my future.

Key message

Geelong’s employment opportunities are changing into new dynamic directions. It
is anticipated Geelong will grow at least 30% within the next 15 years. Examining
real jobs, emerging jobs, and what employers want, will help me make good career
decisions for my future.

Learning
outcomes

WRS Unit 2 Learning Outcome 3, 4 and 6

Part 2:2
Purpose

•
•

Timing: 30 minutes

VCAL WRS Template
VCC Framework

Resources
Geelong Careers
An individual resume saved as
a Word document Appendix 3

Activity 1

2:2 Task Description
Allow the group some time to revisit Geelong Careers’ features
and the resources we looked at last lesson. Explain that even
if they are considering careers outside the region, the trends
and employer requirements will transfer into other regions.
Geelong Careers also offers links to job opportunities throughout
Australia, through the uworkin network.
This is a great time to have the discussion about how career
pathways are changing. Traditional jobs still exist but pop up
in other industries. For example journalists now work on line in
ICT, farmers operate plant crops via computers etc. New jobs
are emerging which did not exist a few years ago: social media
promotions experts, IT coders, software developers, game
developers.
Ask them for other examples of the impact of the changing
nature of work on trending occupations: (Transport and
Logistics, Education, Health).
Explain that today we will each create a resume and then turn
this into an AirCV, a modern on line and in the cloud job search
tool.

•

Use a resume word document already prepared, or the
resume template Appendix 2, filled out and saved as a word
document . It is important to put as much information
in the resume as possible. Include any work experience ,
study, extra curricular activities, sport, international travel,
short courses etc

•

Today we will turn this simple resume into an AirCV,
a career snap shot which includes a skills wordle, an
experience bubble, and a career time line. This can be
saved and shared, and will illustrate the student’s interests
and skills in a modern and accessible way.

•

To access air CV, click on the drop down choices at the
top of the Geelong Careers page. The student will then be
guided through the process of loading their CV

•

Once the student has loaded and produced their AirCV
they can save it or print it out. (You might want to practice
this before class to ensure it prints and saves easily).

•

Explain that AirCV uses software to cross match our skills
and experience with feedback from 5000 employers who
have weighted various employability skills and experiences
and presented them as they would be valued in the
workplace.
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Senior VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Part 2:3

Timing: 15 minutes

Navigate to Geelong Careers
live job feed

Purpose

Activity 2

Evidence

Creation of AirCV which can be printed out or saved along with the personal resume
document.
Photographic evidence of career mapping think, pair share activity.
Class presentation.
Unique URL destination for each student’s individual AirCV.

Extension
activities

Seek out someone in the industry you have chosen and show them both the
opportunity you have chosen, and your resume. Ask for their professional feedback.
Make a recording of their responses.
Teacher could invite a representative panel of employers who could be interviewed
by the students to check on the skills, pathways, training and experience these
employers value. This could be videoed and made into a short film.

2:3 Task Description
•

Resources

Once the students have created their AirCVs they can begin
to see what skills and experience they have, and how they
might match these into and benefit from real work place
experiences in trending industries in Geelong. To stream
line this illustration make sure you have created your own
sample AirCV to demonstrate from the front of the class
how this resource will look.

•

Next we can begin to match the student’s interests and
experiences into real time work opportunities on Geelong
Careers.

•

Ask each student to choose a job from the live job feed on
Geelong Careers, or alternatively from the SWL opportunities
loaded onto the Education Department SWL site, which
best matches their skills, interest and strengths. For
students requiring SWL this is an opportunity to begin to
match their skills sets and interests with an appropriate real
life opportunity.

•

Using their resume, and/or AirCV, ask the students to
begin to map their skill sets and interests across to the
opportunity, identifying any gaps they might have in the
employer’s requirements, and how they might meet these.

•

Think pair share. Team up with one other student and
discuss the mapping of each person’s resume to their
dream job. Offer each other suggestions.
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Senior VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Lesson Plan #3: How do I get started making my career dream come true?
Part 3:1

Timing: 5 minutes

Resources

Purpose

To explore careers in the region in trending industries that are already skill shortages
and will continue to hold strong opportunities for the future

Geelong Careers

Key message

Accessing the career community’s broad range of resources to support my career
choice will help me achieve my career dreams

Geelong Careers

Learning
outcomes

WRS Unit 2 Learning Outcome 3,4 and 6

Part 3:2
Purpose

•
•

Timing: 20 minutes

VCAL WRS Template
VCC Framework

Resources
Wooden blocks, Chalk, Role
playing: “boss” and “job
applicants”

Activity 1: The Block Game

3:2 Task Description

Discuss how undertaking an SWL placement offers the
opportunity for a young person to:

Over the past two weeks the students have examined our
region’s trending industries and real jobs, and have begun to
map their own career aspirations into a real pathway. The block
game helps them to identify and deal with any blocks to their
career plans.

•

Experience an industry

•

Learn what employability skills the industry is looking for

•

Discover how their skills and interests might map into this
industry

Set up the classroom as an interview room with one student
playing the role of the boss sitting at a desk in front of the class,
and the rest of the class playing the role of the interviewee.
Using the blocks piled up in front, name each block with chalk,
using class suggestions or your own ideas, and lay the wooden
blocks house bricks or substitute in front of the boss’s desk,
each block representing a potential career pathway blockage,
until they form a wall.

•

Learn from an employer.

Comment on how this wall prevents the boss from seeing
them. Then, using the classes’ ideas and your own, dismantle
each block discussing how this particular obstacle could be
overcome. For example “no experience” could be overcome
by gaining work experience or SWL in that industry, by
volunteering in that industry, or by interviewing someone
working in the industry and finding out what experience is ikely
to be valued.

This activity uses purpose designed wooden bricks painted with chalk paint to
allow students/teachers to create chalk written “blocks” to getting a career started.
You could equally use children’s wooden building blocks, house bricks or another
substitute.
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Senior VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Part 3:3

Timing: 15 minutes

Purpose

Activity 2: My Career in ????

Evidence

Production of my own career pathway plan: My Career in ????
Photographic or video documentation, or written reflection of the block game

Extension
activities

Pair, share about career pathway plans, then create a short interview video about my
real career dreams and how I am going to make them come true

Resources
Geelong Careers on computers.
My Career in ??? Appendix 3

3:3 Task Description
Returning to the exercise Tim’s Career in Construction rewrite
now using your name and your career choice.
If students are unsure, allow them to choose a career they
might be interested in, just as an example of how to begin to
map a career pathway.
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Intermediate VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Three week Unit of Work
This unit is designed to be delivered over three
40 minute lessons and is mapped into VCAL Work
Related Skills Intermediate outcomes:
•

Unit 2 Learning Outcome 1: Research Information
for a work related Activity

•

Unit 2 Learning Outcome 2: Communicate
information and ideas for a work related activity

•

Unit 2 Learning Outcome 3: Plan organize and
manage a work related activity

•

Unit 2 Learning Outcome 4: Identify and solve
common work related problems

•

Unit 2 Learning Outcome 5: Work in teams to
undertake a work related activity

•

Unit 2 Learning Outcome 6: Use information and
communications technology in relation to a work
related activity

At Intermediate level a work related activity involves
work undertaken at Certificate I/II level conducted
under supervision and reasonably autonomous in
regard to planning and work activities.
VCAA VCAL Work Related Skills Strand.

The unit will introduce students to :
• The opportunities for emerging and existing careers
in the region and beyond
• The trending industries in the Greater Geelong
Region
• Real time career pathways into the top performing
careers in each industry.
• How to access these careers using regionally
available study and training pathways with a
particular emphasis on Structured Workplace
Learning.
• The latest available regional career and employment
data sourced from the ABS , the City of Greater
Geelong , and an analysis of Geelong Careers’ website
data
• Other work exposure pathways including work
experience, regional volunteering, School Based
Apprenticeships, University and TAFE courses, on the
job training, and emerging non traditional career
pathways
• Career hero videos and pod-casts (My Brilliant
Geelong Career) featuring local people enjoying
their dream job accessed through regional study,
training and experience pathways, many of which
have been non traditional. Geelong Careers featured
industry heroes also discuss the reality of career
changes, study pathway uncertainty and the new
“gig economy”.
• Access to a daily job feed which offers a snap shot
of the changing world of career opportunities
including 21st century employer driven key
selection criteria which students can use to inform
their career pathways choices : study, training and
further on the job experience for 40 top performing
careers in eight regionally trending industries.
• With six out of eight job applications currently
accessed via mobile device, this unit of work offers
real life learning on how to navigate the world of
work using a modern career search tool.
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Intermediate VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Lesson Plan #1: Dreaming real about my future Career
Part 1:1

Timing: 5 minutes

Resources

Purpose

To explore real career dreams in our region and beyond by learning about trending
industries and top performing career opportunities for the future.

Key message

Geelong offers great career opportunities in a surprising range of industries with
clear local pathways into high performing careers, many of which do not involve
University study

Learning
outcomes

WRS Senior Unit 1 Learning Outcome 1, Unit 2 Learning Outcome 1.

Part 1:2

Geelong Careers website

VCAL WRS Template

Timing: 20 minutes

Resources
•

Purpose

Getting to know Geelong Careers

1:2 Task Description
Introduce class to Geelong Careers. From the front, open up the
site and ask the students to watch as you demonstrate and
navigate.
Emphasize this is a free resource that captures all our regional
career data: live jobs, local career pathways, industry hero
videos and linked to Experience for Work for Young People
where students can gain experience to inform real career
dreams: dreams that can come true.
Explain that today each student will navigate around the
Geelong Careers site, to gain a broader understanding of what
jobs there are, what the employers are looking for and how to
prepare well for making a good career choice.
You may want to refer to the rapidly changing nature of work
including the rise of new technologies, the gig economy, and
explain that some economists are describing this era as the
fourth industrial revolution. Students graduating high school
today can expect to have 17 different jobs in five separate
careers over their working lifetime.

•

Computers logged into
Geelong Careers website
Shelby video played from
front of the class

You can find more on this on the web or on Geelong Careers
noticeboard articles.
You could ask the students how they feel about this rapid
change and how this will impact on their career choices.
One of the clearest consequences is the growing emphasis on
employability skills which can transfer successfully into different
career streams.
These skills highlighted in the VCAL WRS curriculum include
communication, team work, problem solving, planning and
organizing, self management leaning and technology.
We will be practicing these skill throughout this “Live Learn
Work Geelong” unit.
As each student opens up the site, encourage them to join, so
they can access all the features we will use throughout the unit.
Allow students to work individually or in pairs where
appropriate, to help build confidence.
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Intermediate VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

1:2 Task Description continued

•

What do they notice about the live job feed? (All careers in
caring jobs)

Now the class is all logged on to Geelong Careers, ask the
students to:

•

What are the top five performing careers in this industry
(use drop down at the top of the site/scrolling power point
on the right hand side)

•

Click on welfare support worker picture.

•

What does a welfare support worker need to be good at?

•

How much will they be paid?

•

How can they get trained ?

•

What can this job lead to?

•

If you have time check out the other top four performing
career pathways.

•

Identify how many jobs are being advertised on Geelong
Careers today (they will need to click on the function see all
jobs on the live job feed).

•

What are some of the jobs being advertised today?

•

Click on one that interests you and see what the employer
is looking for.

•

Return to the home page (by clicking on the Geelong
Careers heading, or icon, or using the drop down at the top
of the page), how many trending industries are there in our
region? What are they? Any surprises?

At this point explain that we are going to do a quick navigation
around Geelong Careers to explore some of its features. They will
do this activity individually but can follow you from the front or
help each other as we are not going to leave anyone behind,
and we will not move on until everyone has found:
•

•

Careers in Caring (ask class to click on and navigate. They
don’t need to join as they will be able to use it without
joining. )
How many people in the Geelong workforce work in this
industry?

•

How much are Careers in Caring expected to grow in the
next five years?

•

What does this mean for anyone in this industry?

Now call the students to return their attention to the front, and
play the industry hero video of Shelby with good volume, on
the central screen.
Allow some time for discussion and reflection on Shelby’s career
pathway choices and her passion for her career .
Students may want to comment on the way Shelby is already
starting her career while she completes year 11 and 12.
Shelby’s Personal Care role is just one of 40 trending career
pathway highlighted on Geelong Careers.
Students may want to explore more of these now or in their
own time.
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Intermediate VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Part 1:3

Timing: 15 minutes
Tim is a year 9 student who has an idea he would like to be in construction.

Activity

Evidence

Extension
activities

Help Tim decide if this is a good Geelong choice by using the Geelong Careers
Careers that Build site to help you fill out the student worksheet entitled Tim’s
Career in Construction.
Collect “Tim’s career in Construction” from the class as a hard copy or ask them to
save it. (We will be returning to this in the last class.)

Resources
Student worksheet:
Tim’s Career in Construction:
Appendix 1
Activity1: Photographic
documentation
Activity 2: worksheet

Encourage the class to show their parents the trending industries and career
pathways on the site and to begin to map their own interests and pathways using
the site.

Student worksheet:
Tim’s Career in Construction:
Appendix 1

Students can interview their parents about their reactions to the changing nature
of work in our region, the trending industries, and some of the key employability
characteristics currently identified as critical for the changing 21st century
workplace.

Interview with parents either
videoed or presented as a
report.

Parents might also reflect on what work was like when they started out, and
discuss their own employment pathways, with particular consideration to the way
experience and training led them into unexpected directions.
Students could watch one or more of the other industry hero videos on Geelong
Careers where these themes are explored further.
They may also want to examine the SWL opportunities available on the Government
SWL site.
We will continue this at the next lesson.
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Intermediate VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Lesson Plan #2: Dreaming Real Career Dreams that can come true
Part 2:1
Purpose

Timing: 5 minutes
To explore my own real career dream by learning about our region’s top trending
industries and the strong career opportunities for my future.
This lesson will introduce the class to Geelong Careers.

Key message

Learning
outcomes

Resources
Geelong Careers
An individual resume saved as
a Word document Appendix 3

Geelong’s employment opportunities are changing into new dynamic directions. It
is anticipated Geelong will grow at least 30% within the next 15 years.
Examining real jobs, emerging jobs, and what employers want, will help me make
good career decisions for my future.

Intermediate WRS Unit 2 Learning Outcome 3, 4 and 6

VCAL WRS Template
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Intermediate VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Part 2:2
Purpose

Timing: 30 minutes

Resources
Geelong Careers
An individual resume saved as
a Word document Appendix 3

Activity 1

2:2 Task Description

•

Allow the group some time to revisit Geelong Careers’ features
and the resources we looked at last lesson. Explain that even
if they are considering careers outside the region, the trends
and employer requirements will transfer into other regions.
Geelong Careers also offers links to job opportunities throughout
Australia, through the uworkin network.

It is important to put as much information in the resume
as possible. Include any work experience, study, extra
curricular activities, sport, international travel, short courses
etc

•

To aid understanding, under take this resume creation
process from the white board, demonstrating to the class
before they individually create their own AirCV.

This is a great time to have the discussion about how career
pathways are changing. Traditional jobs still exist but pop up
in other industries. For example journalists now work on line in
ICT, farmers operate plant crops via computers etc. New jobs
are emerging which did not exist a few years ago: social media
promotions experts, IT coders, software developers, game
developers.

•

To access air CV, click on the drop down choices at the
top of the Geelong Careers page. The student will then be
guided through the process of loading their CV

•

Once the student has loaded and produced their AirCV
they can save it or print it out. (You might want to practice
this before class to ensure it prints and saves easily).

•

Explain that AirCV uses software to cross match our skills
and experience with the feedback from 5000 employers
which weights employability skills and experiences, and
presents them as they would be valued in the workplace.

Ask them for other examples of the impact of the changing
nature of work on trending occupations: (Transport and
Logistics, Education, Health).
Explain that today we will each create a resume and then turn
this into an AirCV, a modern on line and in the cloud job search
tool.
•

Use a word document already prepared, or the resume
template Appendix 3, filled out and saved as a word
document .

•

Explain that today we will turn this simple resume into an
AirCV, a career snap shot which includes a skills wordle,
an experience bubble, and a career time line. This can be
saved and shared, and will illustrate the student’s interests
and skills in a modern and accessible way.
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3

Intermediate VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Part 2:3

Timing: 15 minutes

Resources
Navigate to Geelong Careers
live job feed

Purpose

Activity 2

Evidence

Creation of AirCV which can be printed out or saved along with the personal resume
document.

Extension
activities

Seek out someone in the industry you have chosen and show them both the
opportunity you have chosen, and your resume. Ask for their professional feedback.
Make a recording of their responses.
Teacher could invite a representative panel of employers who could be interviewed
by the students to check on the skills, pathways, training and experience these
employers value. This could be videoed and made into a short film.

2:3 Task Description

•

Ask each student to choose an experience which best
matches their skills, interest and strengths .

•

Once the students have created their AirCVs they can begin
to see what skills and experience they have, and how they
might match these into and benefit from real work place
experiences in trending industries in Geelong.

•

For students requiring SWL this is an opportunity to check
out the Education Department site to begin to match their
skills sets and interests with an appropriate placement.

•

To stream line this illustration make sure you have created
your own sample AirCV to demonstrate from the front of
the class how this resource will look.

•

Using their resume, and/or AirCV, ask the students to
begin to map their skill sets and interests across to the
opportunity, identifying any gaps they might have in the
employer’s requirements, and how they might meet these.

•

Next we can begin to match the student’s interests and
experiences into real time work experience opportunities
on the Geelong Careers.

•

Think pair share. Team up with one other student and
discuss. Offer each other suggestions.
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3

Intermediate VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Lesson Plan #3: How do I get started making my career dream come true?
Part 3:1

Timing: 5 minutes

Resources

Purpose

To explore careers in the region in trending industries that are already skill shortages
and will continue to hold strong opportunities for the future

Geelong Careers

Key message

Accessing the career community’s broad range of resources to support my career
choice will help me achieve my career dreams

Geelong Careers

Learning
outcomes

WRS Unit 2 Learning Outcome 3,4 and 6

Part 3:2
Purpose

•
•

Timing: 20 minutes

VCAL WRS Template
VCC Framework

Resources
Wooden blocks, Chalk, Role
playing: “boss” and “job
applicants”

Activity 1: The Block Game

3.2 Task Description

Discuss how undertaking an SWL placement offers the
opportunity for a young person to:

Over the past two weeks the students have examined our
region’s trending industries and real jobs, and have begun to
map their own career aspirations into a real pathway. The block
game helps them to identify and deal with any blocks to their
career plans.

•

Experience an industry

•

Learn what employability skills the industry is looking for

•

Discover how their skills and interests might map into this
industry

Set up the classroom as an interview room with one student
playing the role of the boss sitting at a desk in front of the class,
and the rest of the class playing the role of the interviewee.
Using the blocks piled up in front, name each block with chalk,
using class suggestions or your own ideas, and lay the wooden
blocks house bricks or substitute in front of the boss’s desk,
each block representing a potential career pathway blockage,
until they form a wall.

•

Learn from an employer.

Comment on how this wall prevents the boss from seeing
them. Then, using the classes’ ideas and your own, dismantle
each block discussing how this particular obstacle could be
overcome. For example “no experience” could be overcome
by gaining work experience or SWL in that industry, by
volunteering in that industry, or by interviewing someone
working in the industry and finding out what experience is
likely to be valued.

This activity uses purpose designed wooden bricks painted with chalk paint to
allow students/teachers to create chalk written “blocks” to getting a career started.
You could equally use children’s wooden building blocks, house bricks or another
substitute.
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Intermediate VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Part 3:3

Timing: 15 minutes

Purpose

Activity 2: My Career in ????

Evidence

Production of my own career pathway plan: My Career in ????
Photographic or video documentation, or written reflection of the block game

Extension
activities

Pair, share about career pathway plans, then create a short interview video about my
real career dreams and how I am going to make them come true

Resources
Geelong Careers on computers.
My Career in ??? Appendix 3

3:3 Task Description
Returning to the exercise Tim’s Career in Construction
Appendix 1 rewrite now using your name and your career
choice.
If students are unsure, allow them to choose a career they
might be interested in, just as an example of how to begin
to map a career pathway.
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Foundation VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work

4

Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Three week Unit of Work
This unit is designed to be delivered over three
40 minute lessons and is mapped into VCAL Work
Related Skills Foundation outcomes:
•

Unit 1 Learning Outcome 1: Research Information
about a specific industry or workplace from a
variety of sources

•

Unit 2 Learning Outcome 1: Collect, analyse and
evaluate information required for a complex work
related project

•

Unit 2 Learning Outcome 2: Communicate ideas
and information in a work environment

•

Unit 2 Learning Outcome 3: Plan organize and
manage a complex work related project

•

Unit 2 Learning Outcome 4: Identify and solve
problems in the workplace

•

Unit 2 Learning Outcome 5: Work in teams to
undertake a complex work related project

•

Unit 2 Learning Outcome 6: Use information
and communications technology in relation to a
complex work related project

At Foundation level all basic work related activity
means a single or basic grouping of activities at
Certificate 1 level, conducted under close supervision
with access to high levels of direction and support.
VCAA VCAL Work Related Skills Strand.

The unit will introduce students to :
• The opportunities for emerging and existing careers
in the region and beyond
• The trending industries in the Greater Geelong
Region
• Real time career pathways into the top performing
careers in each industry.
• How to access these careers using regionally
available study and training pathways with a
particular emphasis on Structured Workplace
Learning.
• The latest available regional career and employment
data sourced from the ABS , the City of Greater
Geelong and an analysis of Geelong Careers’ website
data
• Other work exposure pathways including work
experience, regional volunteering, School Based
apprenticeships, University and TAFE courses, on the
job training, and emerging non-traditional career
pathways
• Career hero videos and pod-casts featuring local
people enjoying their dream job accessed through
regional study, training and experience pathways,
many of which have been non-traditional. Geelong
Careers featured industry heroes also discuss the
reality of career changes, study pathway uncertainty
and the new “gig economy”.
• Access to a daily job feed which offers a snap shot
of the changing world of career opportunities
including 21st century employer driven key
selection criteria which students can use to inform
their career pathways choices : study, training and
further on the job experience for 40 top performing
careers in eight regionally trending industries.
• With six out of eight job applications currently
accessed via mobile device, this unit of work offers
real life learning on how to navigate the world of
work using a modern career search tool.
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4

Foundation VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Lesson Plan #1: Dreaming real about my future Career
Part 1:1

Timing: 5 minutes

Resources

Purpose

To explore real career dreams in our region and beyond by learning about trending
industries and top performing career opportunities for the future.

Key message

Geelong offers great career opportunities in a surprising range of industries with
clear local pathways into high performing careers, many of which do not involve
University study

Learning
outcomes

WRS Foundation Unit 1 Learning Outcome 1, Unit 2 Learning Outcome 1.

Part 1:2

Geelong Careers website

VCAL WRS Template

Timing: 20 minutes

Resources
•

Purpose

Getting to know Geelong Careers

1:2 Task Description
Introduce class to Geelong Careers.
As each student opens up the site, encourage them to join, so
they can access all the features we will use throughout the unit.
Demonstrate the process from the front, on your computer with
your screen projected onto the white board. Throughout the
navigation process lead the class from the front, demonstrating
each step and waiting for each student to find the same screen
before proceeding.
With Geelong Careers Home Page open, emphasize this is a free
resource that captures all our regional career data : live jobs,
local career pathways, industry hero videos where students can
gain an understanding of real career dreams: dreams that can
come true.
Explain that today each student will navigate around the
Geelong Careers site, to gain a broader understanding of what
jobs there are, what the employers are looking for and how to
prepare well for making a good career choice.

•

Computers logged into
Geelong Careers website
Shelby video played from
front of the class

Depending on the general time and class ability, you may want
to refer to the rapidly changing nature of work including the
rise of new technologies, the gig economy, and explain that
some economists are describing this era as the fourth industrial
revolution.
Students graduating high school today can expect to have 17
different jobs in five separate careers over their working lifetime.
You can find more on this on the web or on Geelong Careers
noticeboard articles. You could ask the students how they feel
about this rapid change and how this will impact on their career
choices.
One of the clearest consequences is the growing emphasis on
employability skills which can transfer successfully into different
career streams.
These skills highlighted in the VCAL WRS curriculum include
communication, team work, problem solving, planning and
organizing, self management leaning and technology. We will
be practicing these skill throughout this unit: “Live Learn Work
Geelong.”
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4

Foundation VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

1:2 Task Description continued

•

How much are careers in caring expected to grow in the
next five years?

While demonstrating from the front, ask the students to follow
you on their own devices.

•

What does this mean for anyone in this industry?

•

What do they notice about the live job feed? (All careers in
caring jobs)

Ask the students, as a group, to
•

Identify how many jobs are being advertised on Geelong
Careers today (they will need to click on the function see all
jobs on the live job feed).

•

What are the top five performing careers in this industry
(use drop down at the top of the site/scrolling power point
on the right hand side)

•

What are some of the jobs being advertised today?

•

Click on welfare support worker picture.

•

Click on one that interests you and see what the employer
is looking for.

•

What does a welfare support worker need to be good at?

•

How much will they be paid

•

Return to the home page (by clicking on the Geelong
Careers heading or icon, or using the drop down at the top
of the page), how many trending industries are there in our
region? What are they? Any surprises?

•

How can they get trained ?

•

What can this job lead to?

•

If you have time look at the other top performing careers in
this trending industry.

At this point explain that we are going to do a quick navigation
around Geelong Careers to explore some of its features.
They can choose to do this activity individually, or can pair up to
enhance their confidence.
As each student or pair follows you explain we are not going to
leave anyone behind, and we will not move on until everyone
has found:
•

Careers in caring (ask class to click on and navigate. They
don’t need to join as they will be able to use it without
joining. )

•

How many people in the Geelong workforce work in this
industry?

Now play the industry hero video of Shelby with good volume,
from the front on the central screen.
Allow some time for discussion and reflection on Shelby’s career
pathway choices and her passion for her career .
Students may want to comment on the way Shelby is already
starting her career while she completes year 11 and 12.
Shelby’s Personal Care role is just one of 40 trending career
pathway highlighted on Geelong Careers.
Students may want to explore these in their own time.
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Foundation VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work

4

Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Part 1:3

Timing: 15 minutes
Tim is a year 9 student who has an idea he would like to be in construction.

Activity

Evidence

Extension
activities

Help Tim decide if this is a good Geelong choice by using the Geelong Careers
Careers that Build site to help you fill out the student worksheet entitled Tim’s
Career in Construction.

Resources
Student worksheet:
Tim’s Career in Construction:
Appendix 1

Collect “Tim’s career in Construction” from the class as a hard copy or ask them to
save it.

Activity1: Photographic
documentation

We will be returning to this in the last class.

Activity 2: worksheet

Encourage the class to show their parents the trending industries and career
pathways on the site and to begin to map their own interests and pathways using
the site.

Student worksheet:
Tim’s Career in Construction:
Appendix 1

Students can interview their parents about their reactions to the changing nature
of work in our region, the trending industries, and some of the key employability
characteristics currently identified as critical for the changing 21st century
workplace.

Interview with parents either
videoed or presented as a
report.

Parents might also reflect on what work was like when they started out, and
discuss their own employment pathways, with particular consideration to the way
experience and training led them into unexpected directions.
Students could watch one or more of the other industry hero videos on Geelong
Careers where these themes are explored further.
They may also want to examine the SWL opportunities available on the Government
SWL site.
We will continue this at the next lesson.
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Foundation VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Lesson Plan #2: Dreaming Real Career Dreams that can come true
Part 2:1
Purpose

Key message

Learning
outcomes

Timing: 5 minutes
To explore my own real career dream by learning about our region’s top trending
industries and the strong career opportunities for my future.
This lesson will introduce the class to the Geelong Careers’ SWL specific site: www.
experienceforworkforyoungpeople.com.au.

Resources
Geelong Careers
An individual resume saved as
a Word document Appendix 3

Geelong’s employment opportunities are changing into new dynamic directions. It
is anticipated Geelong will grow at least 30% within the next 15 years.
Examining real jobs, emerging jobs, and what employers want, will help me make
good career decisions for my future.

WRS Unit 2 Learning Outcome 3, 4 and 6

•
•

VCAL WRS Template
VCC Framework
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Foundation VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Part 2:2
Purpose

Timing: 30 minutes

Resources

Activity 1: Create a resume and save onto AirCV

2:2 Task Description
Allow the group some time to revisit Geelong Careers’ features
and the resources we looked at last lesson.
Explain that even if they are considering careers outside the
region, the trends and employer requirements will transfer into
other regions.

•

Now guide the class to open their own individual resume
template which you have shared with them, and to fill it
out and save it as a word document.

•

Remind the students It is important to put as much
information in the resume as possible. As well as their
personal contact details, they should Include any work
experience, study, extra curricular activities, sport,
international travel, short courses etc.

•

They may want to work in pairs and to help each other with
this activity.

•

Once you have stepped the class through this individual
process, explain that today we will turn this simple resume
into an AirCV, a career snap shot which includes a skills
wordle, an experience bubble, and a career time line. This
can be saved and shared, and will illustrate the student’s
interests and skills in a modern and accessible way.

•

Demonstrate how to access air CV, click on the drop down
choices at the top of the Geelong Careers page.

•

Show the students how they will then be guided through
the process of loading their resume .

•

Once the student has loaded and produced their AirCV
they can save it or print it out

•

Explain that AirCV uses software to cross match our skills
and experience with feedback from 5000 employers which
weights employability skills and experience and then
presents them as they would be valued in the workplace.

Geelong Careers also offers links to job opportunities throughout
Australia, through the uworkin network.
This is a great time to have the discussion about how career
pathways are changing. Traditional jobs still exist but pop up
in other industries. For example journalists now work on line in
ICT, farmers operate plant crops via computers etc.
New jobs are emerging which did not exist a few years
ago: social media promotions experts, IT coders, software
developers, game developers.
Ask them for other examples of the impact of the changing
nature of work on trending occupations: Transport and
Logistics, Education, Health.
Explain that today we will each create a resume and then turn
this into an AirCV, a modern on line and in the cloud job search
tool.
•

•

•

Practice creating and printing out your resume and AirCV
before class to ensure it prints and saves easily. Email the
resume template to the class for later use.
Begin the activity from the front. Using the resume
template (Appendix 2) screened on the white board at the
front of the class, build your own sample resume, either
using a fictional sample or your own examples, careful to
load as many relevant details, work experiences, training,
sport and part time or casual work examples, as possible.

Geelong Careers
An individual resume saved as
a Word document Appendix 3

Explain that employers are interested in your employability
skills which can be demonstrated in all aspects of your life.
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Foundation VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Part 2:3

Timing: 15 minutes

Navigate to Geelong Careers
live job feed

Purpose

Activity 2

Evidence

Creation of AirCV which can be printed out or saved along with the personal resume
document.

Extension
activities

Seek out someone in the industry you have chosen and show them both the
opportunity you have chosen, and your resume. Ask for their professional feedback.
Make a recording of their responses.
Teacher could invite a representative panel of employers who could be interviewed
by the students to check on the skills, pathways, training and experience these
employers value. This could be videoed and made into a short film.

2:3 Task Description
•

Resources

Once the students have created their AirCVs they can begin
to see what skills and experience they have, and how they
might match these into and benefit from real work place
opportunities in trending industries in Geelong.

•

Next we can begin to match the student’s interests and
experiences into positions advertised on Geelong Careers.

•

Ask each student to choose a job from the live job feed on
Geelong Careers, or alternatively from the SWL opportunities
on the Education Department’s SWL site.

•

They should select an experience or job which best
matches their skills, interest and strengths .

•

For students requiring SWL this is an opportunity to select
a suitable placement, for all other students it is an equally
valid chance to begin to match their skills sets and interests
with an appropriate placement.

•

Using their resume, and/or AirCV, in pairs, ask the students
to begin to map their skill sets and interests across to the
opportunity, identifying any gaps they might have in the
employer’s requirements, and how they might meet these.

•

Think pair share. Team up with one other student pairing
and discuss. Offer each other suggestions.
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Foundation VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work
Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Lesson Plan #3: How do I get started making my career dream come true?
Part 3:1

Timing: 5 minutes

Resources

Purpose

To explore careers in the region in trending industries that are already skill shortages
and will continue to hold strong opportunities for the future

Geelong Careers

Key message

Accessing the career community’s broad range of resources to support my career
choice will help me achieve my career dreams

Geelong Careers

Learning
outcomes

WRS Unit 2 Learning Outcome 3,4 and 6

•

Part 3:2
Purpose

Timing: 20 minutes

VCAL WRS Template

Resources
Wooden blocks, Chalk, Role
playing: “boss” and “job
applicants”

Activity 1: The Block Game

3.2 Task Description

Discuss how undertaking an SWL placement offers the
opportunity for a young person to:

Over the past two weeks the students have examined our
region’s trending industries and real jobs, and have begun to
map their own career aspirations into a real pathway. The block
game helps them to identify and deal with any blocks to their
career plans.

•

Experience an industry

•

Learn what employability skills the industry is looking for

•

Discover how their skills and interests might map into this
industry

Set up the classroom as an interview room with one student
playing the role of the boss sitting at a desk in front of the class,
and the rest of the class playing the role of the interviewee.
Using the blocks piled up in front, name each block with chalk,
using class suggestions or your own ideas, and lay the wooden
blocks house bricks or substitute in front of the boss’s desk,
each block representing a potential career pathway blockage,
until they form a wall.

•

Learn from an employer.

Comment on how this wall prevents the boss from seeing
them. Then, using the classes’ ideas and your own, dismantle
each block discussing how this particular obstacle could be
overcome. For example “no experience” could be overcome
by gaining work experience or SWL in that industry, by
volunteering in that industry, or by interviewing someone
working in the industry and finding out what experience is
likely to be valued.

This activity uses purpose designed wooden bricks painted with chalk paint to
allow students/teachers to create chalk written “blocks” to getting a career started.
You could equally use children’s wooden building blocks, house bricks or another
substitute.
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Foundation VCAL
Work Related Skills
Unit of Work

4

Also mapped to Victorian Careers Curriculum
Framework Year Levels 9 to 12.

Part 3:3

Timing: 15 minutes

Purpose

Activity 2: My Career in ????

Evidence

Production of my own career pathway plan: My Career in ????
Photographic or video documentation, or written reflection of the block game

Extension
activities

Pair, share about career pathway plans, then create a short interview video about my
real career dreams and how I am going to make them come true

Resources
Geelong Careers on computers.
My Career in ??? Appendix 3

3:3 Task Description
Returning to the exercise Tim’s Career in Construction Appendix
1 rewrite now using your name and your career choice.
If students are unsure, allow them to choose a career they
might be interested in, just as an example of how to begin to
map a career pathway.
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5
Geelong
Careers
Victorian
Careers
Curriculum
Framework
Map

Exploration

•

admin@grllen.com.au

Please note this a guide only

•

www.grllen.com.au

Geelong Careers is a free regional resource developed by the GRLLEN
which offers a live job feed of all Geelong region jobs, plus an
analysis of Census and City of Greater Geelong data expressed in the
top eight trending industries and the best performing careers within
each one.
These are illustrated with career hero videos, My Brilliant Geelong
Career pod-cast, regional industry deeper data analysis, live job feeds
and career pathways for the top trending industries in our region.
For Curriculum development, Geelong Careers offers the opportunity
to make careers lessons, activities and other career explorations
regionally relevant.
www.geelongcareers.org.au is currently being used in 22 schools
throughout the Geelong region to support VET, VCAL and VCE and
middle years’ careers curriculum.
For more resources including a teachers’ toolkit, please contact:

www.geelongcareers.org.au
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Curriculum
Framing
Map

Year 11
Year 11

Self
Development

Career
Exploration

Career
Management

How Geelong Careers
supports these outcomes

Outcome
1

Understand and analyse how personal
characteristics, interests, attitudes, values, beliefs
and behaviours influence career decisions

2

Explore innovative interpersonal and group
Six out of eight job applications are currently
communication skills, including discovering the
conducted on a hand held device. Geelong
importance and benefits of being able to interact
Careers teaches this skill.
with diverse groups of people in all areas of life

3

Identify attitudes, behaviours and skills that
contribute to overcoming bias and stereotyping
in the workplace

Live job feed of real time jobs with key success
criteria and application process enables real
life examination of 21st century workplace
requirements

4

Identify the transferable skills, knowledge and
attitudes that can fulfil the requirements of a
variety of work roles and work environments

Air CV functionality takes a word version of
the student’s resume and shows them how an
employer would view their current skill and
experience, identifying gaps and strengths.

5

Explore the importance of revisiting and fine
tuning your preferred study, training and work
options within your Career Action Plan

GC helps students identify what they would like
to do with their futures. Shows regional industry
trends and career pathways

6

Engage in career planning and development that Notice board and dig deeper data illustrates up
takes into account changing economic, social
to the minute trends in careers, including future
and employment trends
projections.

7

Use career information resources to identify
career opportunities that are available to
someone with your skills, knowledge, aspirations
and assess the reliability of the information

•
•
•

8

Prepare for selection interviews and/or auditions
and demonstrate enterprise, negotiation,
networking and self-marketing skills to an
appropriate level

Live job feed selection criteria

9

N/A

Use of AirCV to develop a personal 6 second
snapshot of career skills rated by employers

Live job feed
Career heroes
Notice board articles
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Curriculum
Framing
Map

Year 12
Year 12

Self
Development

Career
Exploration

Career
Management

How Geelong Careers
supports these outcomes

Outcome
1

Understand and analyse how achievements
related to work, leisure, voluntary work and
learning influence self-concept

Air CV
Targeting job applications to real live jobs

2

Re-examine your personal characteristics and
Fine tuning goals connected with real skills,
determine those that contribute positively to the experience and training information on Geelong
achievement of your life, learning and work goals careers

3

N/A

N/A

4

Identify how your education and training
achievements affect your available options,
courses, programs, workplace training and/or
entry into work

Regional training study, experience, volunteering
pathways data

5

Locate and use education and training
information, occupational and industry
information and labour market information in
the career building process

6

N/A

N/A

7

Consider the possible implications of changes in
learning and work for your own career goals and
plans including financial options

Real time data on earning capacity within careers
Pathways from careers to other related industries

8

Understand and apply problem-solving and
goal-setting strategies in making career and life
decisions

Identifying barriers to preferred career paths,
using real local live and authentic data

9

N/A

N/A

Central data distribution point
Video industry hero experiences
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Curriculum
Framing
Map

VET and ACE Providers
Year 12

Self
Development

Career
Exploration

Career
Management

Outcome

How Geelong Careers
supports these outcomes

1

Use the results of a self-assessment to identify
areas of development, build aspirations and
provide positive self-image

AirCV – 6 second snapshot of you, your skills,
experience and training to compare with:
Top 40 career pathways
Live Job feed

2

Explore methods to enhance interpersonal and
group communication skills including for a
successful work interview

Real job feeds with job application facility

3

Re-examine your personal characteristics and
AirCV
determine those that contribute positively to the job and career pathways including experience
achievement of your life, learning and work goals and training

4

Demonstrate skills and attitudes towards
learning that will help you to achieve your life
and career goals

Career snapshot (AirCV ) demonstrates what
employers value
Live job feed shows where career, skills,
experience and training gaps are

5

Participate in continuous learning supportive of
career goals

Industry heroes

6

Identify how your education and training
achievements affect your available options for
courses, programs, workplace training and entry
to work

Career pathways for top five careers in top eight
trending industries in Geelong

7

Locate and use education and training
information, occupational and industry
information and labour market information in
the career building process

Career pathways
Notice board
Useful career links
Career pathway charts

8

Develop abilities to seek, obtain, create and
maintain work

9

Consider the possible implications of changes in
learning and work for your own career goals and
plans including financial options
Understand and apply problem-solving and

10 goal-setting strategies in making career and life
decisions

Examine how personal goals can be satisfied

11 through a combination of work, community,
social and family roles

Industry heroes
“Where does this career lead to?” facility
Future predictions and current industry trends
“Dig Deeper” facility
Industry hero
Career pathways
Volunteer work experience.
casual work links
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Are you looking
for a Career?

6

A4 Poster
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Are you looking
for a Career?

7

Postcard
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Appendix 1
Tim’s Career in Construction Worksheet
Question

Answer

•

Tim is a year 9 student who has an idea he
would like to be in construction.

•

Help Tim decide if this is a good choice in
Geelong by using Geelong Careers and the
Careers that Build site.

•

What are the top five performing careers in
Careers that Build?

•

If Tim chooses carpentry, what does he need
to be good at?

•

How can he start his apprenticeship while
still at school?

• What would this job lead to?
Is construction a good industry choice for a
career in Geelong?
•

How many people in our region work in this
industry?

•

What percentage growth are we expecting
in the next five years?

•

How much on average per week should Tim
expect to be paid?
Use the Dig Deeper Red button to see what
else is happening in Geelong that makes
construction a good industry.
•

Where do most people work in this industry
in Geelong?

•

What percentage has this job grown?

•

Why do you think this is?

How can Tim get some experience in this
industry?
Choose a job for Tim from the live job feed.
Click on the job and read what the employer is
looking for.
What would you recommend Tim do to get his
career started?
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Appendix 2
Resume template for loading onto AirCV
Category

Answer

Name
Address

Study History

Examples: first aid, sports training, Scouts, Bronze Surf Lifesaving

Any extra Course

Sports Clubs

Interests

Travel
Hobbies

Part Time Work

Work Experience
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Appendix 3
My Career in ???
Question

Answer

I chose the career......

What are the top five performing careers in my
industry of choice?

What do I need to be good at ?
How could I start my career while still at school?
What would this job lead to?
Is this a good industry in Geelong?
• How many people in our region work in this
industry
• What percentage growth are we expecting
in the next five years
• How much on average per week should I
expect to be paid?
Use the Dig Deeper Red button to see what else
is happening in Geelong that makes this a good
industry.
• Where do most people work in this industry
in Geelong?
• What percentage has this job grown?
• Why do you think this is?
How can I get some experience in this industry?
Choose a job for yourself from the live job feed,
Click on the job and read what the employer is
looking for.
• Where are the gaps in your experience, skills
and training?
• How can you address them?
Check out Volunteering Geelong, Experience for
Work for Young People and Experience for Work
(all sites on Geelong Careers).
Find an experience you could undertake to help
inform your career choice.
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www.geelongcareers.org.au
For further information:
Marianne Messer
Geelong Careers: Development, Design & Management
Geelong Region Local Learning Employment Network
Mobile: 0421 112 324
Email: mmesser@grllen.com.au

www.grllen.com.au
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